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The view from the 
Hill (farm)

▪ The Hutts Farm Partnership





1990 Tenancy of 150 acres MOD land at RAF Leeming and 

took on the management of the 60 acres of father's farm.

1995 bought the 60 acres from my father.

1985 (age 24) 
Tenancy of The 

Hutts farm, 
Grewelthorpe, 

Ripon.

Mark and Lynne

140 acre LFA farm, 
all grass, built up to 

340 ewes, 30 
Suckler cows, 30 

acres arable.

Over the years 
added another 120 

acres
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November 1996 bursary from the Worshipful Company of Farmers.

Two-week intensive course “The Challenge of Rural leadership” University of Plymouth. 

(Seale Hayne)



2000.“Sunflours” 

Conversion of old stone barn & installation 

of Organic flour milling machinery.

Sell organic and specialist flours and flour 

mixes, to retailers, restaurants and the 

public.

2013 sold the business to concentrate on 

farming
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▪2005 Merged both farms. Converted to 

Organic and entered OELS. 

▪Put all arable land at Gatenby down to 

grass/red clover leys.

▪Poor soil structure, grass weed burden, 

low wheat price. = long hours and no profit
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▪2017- Entered Mid Tier 5-year scheme. 

Joined AHDB Ramcompare project

▪2018 Employed Charlie. Bought 

machinery, rely less on contractors

▪2019 Ellie became a partner. Wills and 

partnership agreements drawn up

▪2013 take on 70 acres HLS 

grassland next door, for hay and 

aftermath grazing

▪2014 Biomass boiler, in 

partnership with Landlord
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Where are we now?

▪490 acres in total comprising:

▪60 acres owned

▪300 acres on an AHA tenancy

▪70 acres on an informal agreement

▪60 acres on a grazing licence

Livestock:

60 suckler cows

345 ewes

78 ewe lambs

60 Calves (2021)

26 Finishing (2020)
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▪Future of 

Upland 

Farming?

Farming?

Carbon storage?

Water?

Air?




